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acronyms have always been an integral part of computer culture, and they have since spawned a new
language on the internet. commonly thought of as a series of letters that make up a 'word' there is a
distinction between acronyms and shorthand. acronymsp netlingo list of chat acronyms & text
shorthand - acronyms have always been an integral part of computer culture, and they have since spawned a
new language on the internet. commonly thought of as a series of letters that make up a 'word' there is a
distinction between acronyms and shorthand. the actual definition of an acronym and text shorthand is here.
text and chat acronyms - cssdioc - text and chat acronyms common words 1. lol = 5. btw = 2. rotfl = 6.
bb4n = 3. lmao = 7. brb = 4. hagn = 8. chat and im abbreviations and acronyms - how to identify ... - 2
eot end of thread esad eat s*** and die esto equipment smarter than operator etla extended three-letter
acronym (that is, an fla) ewg evil wicked grin f2f face to face faq frequently-asked question(s) fc fingers
crossed fcol for crying out loud ff follow friday fish first in, still here fla four-letter acronym fml f*** my life
fmtyewtk far more than you ever wanted to know text message abbreviations - bloomsbury
international - text message abbreviations and chat acronyms so, all of your english language classes are
paying off1 and you’re finally getting the hang of2 speaking english. then you start sending text messages and
having online chat conversations with text acronyms for dummies - wordpress - text acronyms for
dummies recently my daughter sent me a text message so full of internet acronyms i couldn't understand any
of her message. so i just used the phone as a phone (mine. 02 mar mafd: marketing acronyms for dummies a
cta link can take many forms – a text link, “book now” button or image, for example – and seeks. acronyms
list - united states navy - acronyms list (updated may 2, 2012) acronym definition a ac active component
adcon administrative control africom u. s. africa command amc air mobility command amcross american red
cross message ao action officer aor area of responsibility apc agency program coordinator b bog boots on
ground bol bupers on line guide to call center metrics - cdngtmedia - web and chat. employee satisfaction
esat satisfaction and morale of the employees § employee satisfaction is an important measure of success and
is vital method of feedback for morale and process improvement. § companies that devote energy and
resources into determining their employees satisfaction are more easily able to manage abbreviations, and
terms - hanys - edition of health care acronyms, abbreviations, and terms. this publication presents a broad
variety of information on health policy and medical terms, listed alphabetically, and includes new terms and
acronyms coined since the eighth edition was published in 2008. we hope you find this volume useful.
acronym list - storage.aanp - *this is not an exhaustive list of all the acronyms that may appear in cms
briefing materials. american association of nurse . author: chantel depaepe created date: acronyms
abbreviation dictionary social media accounting ... - acronyms abbreviation dictionary social media
accounting government business science organizations ... websites, games, newsgroup postings, in chat
rooms, on blogs, or on social media ... the largest list of chat acronyms and text message ... from a3 to zzz this
guide lists 1,500 text message and online chat abbreviations to help you glossary of motivational
interviewing terms - glossary of motivational interviewing terms . william r. miller & stephen rollnick .
updated july 2012 . ability - a form of client preparatory change talk that reflects perceived personal capability
of making a change; typical words include can, could, and able. twitter as a source for actionable
intelligence - dodccrp - well-defined use of acronyms high use of text and chat acronyms use of most
common language dialect local dialects and special use of words that have different generalized meanings
edited not-edited written by professional authors written by anyone and everyone use of proper grammar,
spelling and punctuation anything goes internet acronyms parents should know - westport - internet
acronyms parents should know reprinted)with)permission)from:)erin)jansen)author+founder,)netlingo))tel:)805
c7948687http://netlingo! go!to!the ...
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